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Raven Symone:
A dream is a wish your heart makes,
when your fast asleep,
In Dreams you will loose your heartaches,
Whatever you wish for you keep..

Alyson Milshaka:
Have Faith in your dreams and someday,
Your Rainbow will come smiling through..

Anneleisse Van Der Pol:
No matter how your heart is grievin,
If you keep on believin..

Ashley Tisdale:
The dream that you wish will come true.

(Chorus)
All: Hey Yea Yea
Raven Symone: Yea Yea!
All: Hey Yea Yea Yea
Raven Smone: Yea!
All: Hey Yea Yea Yea! Hey Yeah!

Dylan and Cody Sprose:

A dream is a wish your heart makes..

Kyla Pratt:
When your feeling small....

Brenda Song:
Alone in the night you whisper..

Alyson Milshaka:
Thinking no one can here you at all
(Orlando Brown: Here you at all..)

Raven Symone:
You wake..

Ashley Tisdale:
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With the morning sunlight..

Kyla Pratt:
To find fortune that is smiling on you..
(Ricky Olmen, Orlando Brown, Analise Vander Pol:
Smiling on you)

Raven Symone & Orlando Brown:
Don't let your heart be filled with sorrow for all you
know tomorrow

Raven Symone:
The dream that you wish will come true..

(Chorus)
Brenda, Amy, and Kyla: Hey yea yea yea Hey yea
(All: A dream is a wish)
Brenda, Amy, and Kyla: Hey yea yea yea Hey yea

Alyson Milshaka:
When you can dream then you can start
(Raven: Then you can start!)
A dream is a wish you make with your heart
(Raven: Make with your heart)

Alyson Milshka:
When you can dream then you can start
(All: A dream is a wish, Yeah!)
A dream is a wish you..
All: Make with your heart

Orlando Brown: A dream is a wish your heart makes

Alyson Milshaka:

When you fast asleep
(Orlando: Fast asleep)

Ashley Tisdale:
In dreams you will loose your heartaches

Brenda Song & Ricky Olmen:
Whatever you wish for you keep
(Orlando: Keep...)

Raven Symone:
You wake with the morning sunlight

Dylan and Cole:
To find fortune that is smiling on you
(Ashley and Alyson: fortune that is smiling on you)



Analise Van Der Pol & Orlando Brown:
Don't let you heart be filled with sorrow

Raven & Orlando:
Because for all you know tomorrow

Raven:
The dream that you wish will come true..

Ricky Olmen:
No matter how your heart is grievin

Kyla Pratt:
If you keep on believin

Raven Symone:
The dream that you wish will come true

Raven: Yea Yea
(All: em hm, Yea yea, Yea Yea)

Orlando Brown:
A dream is a wish

All:
When you can dream then you can start a dream is a
wish you make with your heart
(Raven Symone: A dream is a wish)

All: When you can dream then you can start..
(Girls: A dream is a wish yea)

All: A dream is a wish you make with your heart
(Orlando: You Know!)

All: When you can dream
(Orlando: Whoo!)
Then you can start a dream is a wish you make with
your heart..
(Raven: Yea Yea)

Alyson Milshaka:
When you can dream then you can start
(Orlando: Can start)
A dream is a wish you make with your heart
(Raven: Make with your heart)

(Orlando: A dream is a wish, Yeah Yeah)

All: A dream is a wish that you can start a dream is a



wish you make with your heart
(Orlando: A dream is a wish)

All: When you can dream then you can start a dream is
a wish you make with you heart..
(Orlando: Yea Yea Yea Yea Yea, Yeaaa, Yea Yea)
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